
Easy to use 
Termination / Removal 
& Stripper Tool

Uncomplicated, fast, secure and efficient termination.

Saving money and our environment from discarded costly 
connectors.

Creates a perfect termination every time removing the risk of 
video loss commonly caused through poor termination or ill 
fitting centre pin.

Valuable for easy identification of cable runs, groups or 
technicians.

Often re-termination is necessary to relocate a camera or for 
tidying up cable runs.  Removal and re-termination can be
less than 10 seconds.

Only two tools will terminate from RG59 mini cable through to 
RG6 Quad and all in between, and supporting BNC, RCA, F 
and PAL connectors.  No more need to carry multiple tools.

Terminate a Coax in under 
15 Seconds

Environmental Notice...  DO NOT THROW AWAY CaP System connectors are reusable 

Easy installation

CaP and connector are re-usable

Center pin of connectors is
pre-terminated

9 colour coded CaPs

Re-termination is simple

CaP System supports multiple 
cable types and multiple 
connectors

Full range of coloured CaPs

Smart Features Cost & Time Saving Benefits
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How to use the ProCaP 

Slide CaP on to cable.
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3 Expose centre dielectric by bearing back the sheath and
shield. 

4 Expose the copper core, by using the last hole on the 
stripper tool. Insert centre dielectric flush with the body of
 the stripper tool, twist and press blades together.
This will enable you to remove the dielectric, exposing the 
copper core. 

6 Compress the CaP onto the connector using the ProCaP. 

Place or remove the supplied spacer according to the
lenght of connector.

Separator

Spacer

Insert the cable to the side hole of the SPC, about 1 cm. 

Holding the stripper tool in the palm of your hand, squeeze 
blades together and pull cable out cutting both sides of the
outer sheath.

5 Push the exposed copper core into the F-connector, slide 
the sheath and shield over the thread of the   F-connector 
and slide the cap to the start of the F-connector.

7 To remove the CaP insert the grove of metalic connector
in to the fork of the ProCaP next to the separator 
     

Remove the CaP with the same action as terminating.
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